THE
PREGNANCY
SERIES
FOR MAMAS TO BE

HALF-MOON
ARDHA CHANDRASANA

Keep your feet/heels hip wide distance.
Firm up your legs and arms.
Stretch upper body and arms continuously up to lengthen, then right/left.
Backbend: Focus on lifting chest up then pushing hips forward
Forward fold: Keep feet hip width or more, depending on how far along
you are in your pregnancy.
Use your arm strength to open shoulders and lengthen/stretch your spine
from tailbone to head.

EXTENDED HAND-TO-BIG-TOE POSE
UTTHITA HASTA PADANGUSTHASANA
(Instead of STANDING FOREHEAD-TO-KNEE)

Start in Mountain Shape (Tadasana).
Shift your body weight to your left foot and leg, firm up the left side.
Place your left hand on your left hip. Grab with your right hand your right
big toe and place the right foot inside your left inner thigh (upper leg).
Firm up your grip and standing leg.
Slowly kick and pull your toe/finger grip out to extend your leg long. Erect
your upper body slowly to center yourself.
When you’re stable and ready then stretch the right leg slowly out to the
side keeping your hips levelled (no duck-butt).
To exit the posture take each step slowly backwards until you’re in
Tadasana. Switch sides & breath zen.

STANDING SEPARATE-LEG HEAD-TO-KNEE
DANDAYAMANA BIBHAKTAPADA JANUSHIRASANA

Start in Tadasana. Either grab your elbow from behind (hand to opposite
elbow) or bring hands in prayer position, shoulders wide and chest up.
Step right foot 1m to the right. Turn 45 degrees to right, adjust back foot
to hip width distance. Feel your hips in level position.
Stretch your sternum and upper body upwards and forward to stretch the
spine long, until you feel your upper body parallel to the ground. Focus
eyes 2m in front of you.
To come out of the shape, stretch upper body forward and up to rise, turn
on your heals 180 degrees to the left side, check your alignment (feet are
hip width distance, hips level) and repeat the stretch in the shape on left
side.

SAVASANA
You may lay on your side in fetus shape, using your arm as a pillow for
your head and neck to relax.

SIT UP
Instead of sitting up, roll yourself up using hands and arms from fetus shape into
a seat.

WIND-REMOVING POSE
PAVANA MUKTASANA

Start in Savasana. Right and left leg stretch stays the same for everyone.
When both legs come up, bring your knees close to your armpits, at the
same time slowly continuously roll/press your sacrum and coccyx on the
ground.
Grab your big toes with three first fingers (thumb, middle and index
fingers) or outside of your feet. Start pulling and stretching your feet in
direction of the ceiling and your knees toward your shoulders.
Widen your shoulders using your upper arm and chest muscles to pull on
the toes. Even out your lower back by pressing and stretching the lower
back into the ground. Breathe steady with relaxed jaw and soft eye gaze.
To exit the shape you may chose to stay in Savasana or turn to your side.

FISH POSE
MATSYASANA

(Instead of COBRA POSE)

Begin in Savasana. Roll your body right/left to place your arms under your back.
Place the hands on the mat palms down with the thumbs touching, then lower the
butt/seat onto the hands. Firm up your seat and stretch the legs long, point toes.
Feel your elbows and forearms/hands firmly pressing into the mat, then lift your
chest up toward the ceiling, allow for your head to gently fall back (your throat
stretching). If you have a tight neck please place your head on a block to give
yourself stability.
Bring your elbows more into center to lift your chest and thoracic spine. Feel your
legs firm and still, breathe natural.
To exit the pose slowly slide your elbows to the side to bring down the chest. Use
your neck muscles to gently bring the back of the head down on the mat. Rest in
Savasana or in fetus shape.

BALANCING TABLE

DANDAYAMANA BHARMANASANA
(Instead of LOCUST POSE)

Begin in table top. Stretch right arm forward (parallel to the floor) and left
leg stretch back (parallel to the floor).
Firm up your legs and upper body. Breathe smoothly 3 breaths, switch
sides (left arm stretch forward and right leg stretch back.
Resting pose: wide legged childs pose or wide leg/knee meditation seat.

PIGEON POSE

EKA PADA RAJAKAPOTASANA
(Instead of FULL-LOCUST POSE)

Start in tabletop position. Firmly press your hands down to straighten and
firm up your arms and chest.
Place your right knee below your right hand and right foot toward your left
hand or left hip. Let the left leg stretch back straight and bring your
arms/hands to the side of your hips to stretch your chest up and forward
(go for backbend in the chest).
Use your hands to stretch the upper body long and the left leg stretch
back long. Breathe and switch sides. You may transition legs in plank
pose or back to table top.
Repeat on the other side.
Resting pose: separate knee hips to heels meditation seat.

QUARTER DOG (PUPPY)
UTTANA SHISHOSANA
(Instead of FLOOR BOW)

Start in tabletop and walk your hands forward (shoulder width), bring your
upper body and chest to the floor. You may rest your forehead or chin on
the mat.
Gently press your lower legs (knees, shins & feet) into the mat and stretch
your seat bones upward.
Lengthen your arms and relax your belly. Breathe while stretching the
arms long to open the shoulders and chest.
To exit the shape use your arms and hands to slowly press the upper
body up.
Resting pose: wide legged child pose or separate leg/knee meditation
seat.

HALF-WHEEL

ARDHA-CHAKRASANA
(Instead of RABBIT POSE - option 1)

Begin on your back and place your feet (heels parallel to hips and knees).
Relax your arms, firm up your leg and gluteus (butt) muscles to lift your
hips off the mat to stretch the hip flexors.
Gently stretch chin to collarbone, same time gently press the back of
head/neck into the ground.
Relax your shoulders/arms and breath smoothly over nostrils.
Slowly exit the shape, when your hips touch the mat, extend your legs
long and roll to the side for fetus position to rest.

FULL-WHEEL

URDHVA DHANURASANA
(Instead of RABBIT POSE - option 2)

Begin in Savasana. Place your feet on the floor, hand-length distance, under your hips
(same as half wheel).
Place your hands next to your ears over your shoulders (thumbs point to your ears, baby
fingers point out), gently press your hands into the mat to feel your elbows stretching and
arms becoming firm (keep that).
Press your feet into the mat, firm up your seat and leg muscles to stretch your hips up, do
the same with your hands and arms (at the same time) to stretch and press your upper
body up. Keep your knees hip width distance as you approach full wheel shape.
Relax your head and breathe softly. Use your back muscles to stretch your chest open.
Stay in your desired extension for 3 breaths.
To exit the shape slowly lower your head down using your arm strength, let the top of your
head gently touch the mat, then the back of your head, shoulders until the upper body and
hips are down.
Extend your legs long and arms by your side. You may observe Savasana or roll to your
side for fetus shape. Rest and recharge.

SHOULDER STAND

SALAMBA SARVANGASANA
(Instead of RABBIT POSE - option 3)

Begin in half wheel posture, place your elbows/upper arms firmly under
your hips, and hold your sacrum with both hands until you feel stability to
rest your pelvis bone (wing of ilium) and sacrum on your hands.
Slowly stretch your knees upwards to straighten your legs, firm up your
seat and legs.
Keep stability in your upper arms and shoulders while gently stretching
your chin towards collarbone.
To exit the pose slowly bring your knees down to shoulder direction (open
your legs), keep a good grip on your back and slowly place your feet back
in wheel pose, from there move into Savasana or fetus position. Rest and
recharge

SEATED SEPARATE-LEG STRETCHING TWIST
JANU SIRSASANA WITH TWIST
(Instead of FOREHEAD-TO-KNEE)

Start in a seat, right leg stretch to the right side, place your left foot inside of your
right inner thigh close to the groin.
Firm-up your right leg and grab your right big toe with your right hand fingers (thumb,
index and middle finger).
Stretch your left arm out and back to hold your right inner thigh with your left fingers
(wrap from behind).
Inflate your upper body stretching up, hold the length then twist open to the left, turn
your chin toward your left shoulder. Continuously firm up your right leg and feel your
both seat bones planted on the floor. Switch sides and repeat.
Separate leg forward stretch: Separate your legs long, grab your big toes with your
hands/fingers (same finger grip). Firm up your legs and stretch the upper body up
and forward while stretching your chest open (back bend feeling in the chest). Keep
your eyes forward, breathe smoothly.
Resting pose: separate leg meditation seat.

SPINE TWIST

ARDHA MATSYENDRASANA
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and switch legs and arms, repeat the twist. Resting pose:
Separate leg meditation seat or fetus.
Create space for the belly while opening your hips, twisting your spine.
Look over left shoulder.
To exit the side, return back to neutral position and switch legs and arms,
repeat the twist. Resting pose: Separate leg meditation seat or fetus.

NADI SHODHANA
instead of KAPALABHATI PRANAYAMA

Start in wide leg seat or crossed legs seat. Lenghten your spine, close your eyes and
relax your tongue and jaw.
Take your right thumb to close the right nostril. Take your middle and index fingers
to gently pressure your forehead spot between the eyebrows.
Inhale through left side nostril slowly and full, exhale left side nostril slowly and
empty. Inhale left side nostril slowly and full, then exhale quick and completely out of
the left nostril.
Switch sides, close your left nostril with left thumb, pressure point your third eye
gently with left middle and index fingers. Inhale right side nostril slowly and full,
exhale right side nostril slowly and complete, inhale right side slowly and full, exhale
right side nostril quick and complete.
Repeat 7x (rounds).

